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 “One-dimensional thought is systematically promoted by the makers of politics and their 
purveyors of mass information. “               –Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man (1964) 
 
“As a radical standpoint, perspective, position, 'the politics of location' necessarily calls those of us 
who would participate in the format ion of counter-hegemonic, cultural practice to identify the 
spaces where we begin the process of re-vision.”                                    –bell hooks, Yearnings (1989) 
 

Over the last three decades, both positionality and standpoint theory have emerged as 
influential approaches to analyzing intersubjective discourses that focus on the 
discursive authorization and de-authorization of perspectives and experiences. As Linda 
Alcoff has argued in her landmark article, “The Problem of Speaking for Others” (1991), 
the study of power relations in discourses not only requires attention to “the text or 
utterance but their position within a social space which includes the persons involved in, 
acting upon, and/or affected by the words.” Similarly, standpoint theorists such as 
Sandra Harding maintain that all attempts to perceive and know are socially situated. 
The social location of an agent—her gender, class, race, ethnicity, sexuality and physical 
capacities—is central to what and how she sees and knows the world. Not surprisingly, 
this emphasis on social location in the formation of individual and group perspectives 
has lead to charges of reductionism and essentialism. Hence, Alcoff and others are quick 
to point out that neither social positions nor perspectives are fixed or essentializing: 
“Location and positionality should not be conceived as one-dimensional or static, but as 
multiple and with varying degrees of mobility…and to the extent that there is an uneasy, 
underdetermined, and contested relationship between location on the one hand and 
meaning and truth on the other, we cannot reduce evaluation of meaning and truth to a 
simple identification of the speaker's location.” 
  
The ongoing debates surrounding positionality and standpoint theory give rise to a host 
of related questions that deserve further exploration. For instance, to what extent are 
perspectives and ways of knowing rooted in individual and group experiences? What is 
the relationship between social location and perception? How do certain perspectives 
become dominant, while others are silenced or blotted from view? What causes radical 
(or not so radical) shifts in perspectives? How does one deal with the existence of 
multiple (and often contradictory) perspectives (e.g., with regard to the recent spate of 
shootings of young black men by police officers)? To what extent can (or should) one 
assume perspectives of others? How and why do contradicting perspectives occur with 
particular groups? How might one, in Herbert Marcuse’s words, “break the monopoly of 
established reality to define what is real?” In what ways might special attention to 
perspectives of oppressed individuals or groups promote justice social justice, both 
inside and outside of groups? How does one differentiate between valid and invalid 
perspectives within specific socio-historical contexts? What are, to adopt Raymond 
Williams’ taxonomy, “the residual, dominant, and emerging” perspectives in the fields of 
leadership studies, the humanities, educational studies, and public policy that call for 
closer scrutiny in the current situation?                 
 
For this eighteenth installment of our residency conference series, then, we invite 
proposals for individual or group presentations that critically and/or creatively grapple 
with questions related to the broad theme of “perspectives.” The following list of 
potential topics is suggestive rather than exclusive:       
 

 New Perspectives on Leadership   

 Social and Global Perspectives  

 Standpoint Theory 
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 Re-envisioning Education     

 Standpoint Theory and Social Movements  

 Radical Perspectives  

 Standpoint Theory and Public Policy Impacts 

 The Art of Shifting Perspectives  

 Challenging Points of View  

 Engaging Multiple Perspectives on Social Justice  

 Reframing Debates Through the Humanities 

 Positionality   
 
Please join us! 
 

Submission Guidelines 
 
In addition to conference presentations that follow traditional models, we strongly 
encourage individual and group submissions that showcase creative work and/or utilize 
alternative approaches such as roundtables, poster sessions, storytelling sessions, video 
installations, and art exhibits. The deadline for proposal submissions is November 15, 
2016.  
 
Please forward all proposals via email, c/o “Review and Organization Committee,” to 
karsten.piep@myunion.edu. Please include the following information:  
 

 Name 

 Institutional and/or program affiliation(s)  

 Mailing address (including zip code) 

 Phone number(s) 

 E-mail address  

 Title of the proposed presentation 

 Abstract of 200-500 words 

 AV equipment needs, if any 

 Special needs, if any 
 
Panel or roundtable organizers should include the above information for each 
participant. 
 
Location 
 
The conference will be held at the Kingsgate Marriott Conference Hotel at the University 

of Cincinnati.  

 
Kingsgate Marriott Conference Hotel   
151 Goodman Drive 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 
1-513-487-3800 
1-888-720-1299 
  
 
 
 

mailto:karsten.piep@myunion.edu
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/cvgkg-kingsgate-marriott-conference-hotel-at-the-university-of-cincinnati
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/cvgkg-kingsgate-marriott-conference-hotel-at-the-university-of-cincinnati
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Registration 
 
Presenters will have to confirm their conference participation within one week of 
receiving the acceptance notice. There is no registration fee.  

 
Dean’s Residency Conference Award for Interdisciplinary Scholarship 

The Dean’s Residency Conference Award for Interdisciplinary Scholarship is conferred to 
a student presenter at the Ph.D. Program’s annual Residency Conference, whose 
presentation makes a notable contribution to the interdisciplinary inquiry in the broadly 
defined areas of creativity, difference, and/or social justice. 
  
The award will be given based upon brief written nominations by one or more faculty 
members in attendance. In line with Ph.D. Program Outcome V.ii, creative and scholarly 
presentations are judged on the basis of their interdisciplinary engagement of theories 
and/or practices of the creative process, difference, and/or social justice. The Residency 
Conference Award Committee, composed of at least three faculty members, may decide 
to present a single award, split the award, confer “honorary mentions” to runner-ups, or 
withhold the award. The full award carries a $100 honorarium. 
  

Contact 
 
For all correspondence regarding submission and/or program content, please contact 
Karsten Piep at karsten.piep@myunion.edu 
 
Residency Conference Committee 
 
Cecil Frank Adu-Damoah 
Wilson Jordan 
Rhaslyn McGhee 
Karsten H. Piep 
Gena Aguon Rojas 
Ernest Semotiuk 
Nancy Semotiuk 
Tico Marie Tenorio  

mailto:karsten.piep@myunion.edu

